Belt scrapers

XP3

pre
scraper

XP3 is mounted at
the conveyor at
the heady pulley
where the material
is leaving the belt.

Delivered with
tungsten carbide,
ceramic or polyurethane blade.

The pivot point is not placed at the beam as generall. On XP3 it is placed
closer to the head pulley.
That effect that the brakedown is reduced cased by
that the scraper blade
grap into the belt if the
belt is damaged.

The leverarm can
be mounted in all
directions around
the beam.

Tungsten carbide

Ceramic

The scraper
is delivered
in parts.

You mount the scraper
after a mounting instruction. You cut, weld
and bolt the parts together to a complete
scraper with your meassurements. Easy to
suit to your belt conveyor.

Polyurethane
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Mounting plate
for XP3 with tungsten carbide –
or ceramic blades.
The plates make that the scraper is
perfect placed to the head pulley
without measuring. Suits pulleys with
ø300 to ø400 mm diameter. The two
plates is temporary fixed to the beam
only during the assembling.

XP4
scraper

board
The scraper cleans
the conveyor belt
at the return part.

The scraper pressure
is effected by how high up
the scraper boards is mounted
to the belt. Mount it with a
low pressure at start, adjust
up after need.

The scraper
is delivered
in parts.
The ground
beam is not
included.

A tip. Replace a return idler
with the XP4 at a place where
the spillage is easy to take
care of.

208

plough

You cut, weld and bolt the
parts together to a scraper
with right meassurements. We
recommend you to have in
mind that the scraper can be
adjusted up/down, for changing the scraper pressure.
Use a ground beam, sqaure or
round tube 40 to 50 mm. If
you want, we can deliver a
square tube 40x40x3 mm.

Adjustable plough
between b-w 500, 650
och 800 mm. Mounted
before the tail pulley.

XP12
scraper

board
Made of polyurethane and is
turnable, with scraping width
550, 700, 900 och 1100 mm.

212

plough

Adjustable plough
for b-w 1000 and
1200 mm.

XP12 is mounted on the return
part of the belt, between two
return idlers.
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